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Fall 1959 Hunting Season – Allegany & Cattaraugus counties, 3-day season, 1 bird 
limit 
Spring 1968 Hunting Season – Allegany, Cattaraugus, Chautauqua, Chemung, & 
Steuben counties, 6-day season, 1 bird limit 
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Wild turkeys were absent from NY for about 100 years. In 1948 the first wild birds were seen 
iin western NYNY, thhe remnants off a populatiion that crossedd iinto Allegany CCounty froml h  All  f  
Pennsylvania. After that population became well established, the NY Conservation 
Department was one of the pioneers in wild turkey restoration programs where wild birds 
were captured and transferred to unoccupied suitable habitats throughout the state. 
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Historically, wild turkeys did not exist in northern NY (Tug Hill, Adirondacks, St. Lawrence Valley). 
Through restoration efforts, wild turkeys now exist throughout New York State. 
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We used to think that wild turkeys were birds of the “big woods”. Research has shown that turkey 
popullatiions willill persiist iin fforestedd llanddscapes, bb tut thhey reachh thh ieir hihighhest ddensiitiies iin llanddscapes 
with a mix of woods, agricultural habitats (pasture, row crops, hayfields), and early succession 
habitats (grasslands, old fields, shrublands, young forests). The map above was created in the 1990s 
based on the habitat composition of the landscape and its relationship to turkey density. Over time 
there has been changes in the composition of the landscape, and subsequently, we have seen 
changes in where the highest turkey densities are observed. 
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Through the restoration efforts of DEC, volunteers from National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF), 
andd othhers, wildild turkkeys bbegan to popullate areas off thhe state withith suititablble hhabitbitat ffrom whihichh thhey 
had been absent for a long time, or where they did not exist. The population expanded rapidly as they 
filled in these unoccupied habitats, and we observed a concomitant increase in both spring and fall 
turkey harvest. Turkey populations probably peaked around 2000-01. 
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At the same time that populations were expanding, we saw a dramatic change in the predator 
it bi h h th i h l id 1990 d icommunity as raccoon rabies swept through the state in the early to mid-1990s, reducing nest 

predators such as raccoons, skunks, and opossums. Nest loss to predators, weather, and other 
factors can limit population growth. With that factor minimized by the rabies outbreak, turkey 
populations increased more rapidly than they may have had the disease not been so prevalent. 
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Since 2000-01, wild turkey populations have declined. There are several reasons for this, including a 
naturall popullatiion contractition as turkkey popullatiions settlttledd ddown to llevells more iin liline withith llocall 
environmental conditions. In the next few slides we’ll look at this long-term decline more closely and 
consider other factors such as density dependence, changing habitats and predators communities, 
and even changes in hunting participation. 
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Since 1998 DEC has been working with bowhunters during the fall to conduct the Bowhunter Sighting 
L B h d h i ildlif b i d th f ti th d fi ld WLog. Bowhunters record their wildlife observations and the amount of time they spend afield. We can 
use this information as an index of abundance for species like deer, turkeys, and furbearers such as 
bobcat and fisher. 

This image shows the number of turkey sightings/1000 hours for each Wildlife Management Unit 
(WMU) aggregate, and is a three-year average for 1999 through 2001. WMU aggregates are 
groupings of WMUs that share similar ecological characteristics. . There is a lot of annual variation in 
turkey populations due to changes in reproductive success so using three year averages provides aturkey populations due to changes in reproductive success, so using three-year averages provides a 
more realistic estimate of overall abundance for a physiographic region. 

The next three slides, like this one, will show three-year average turkey sightings/1,000 hours for 
each WMU aggregate from 2001 through 2010.  The scale (sightings/1,000 hours) is the same in 
each map, so you will be able observe how populations have changed over the past decade. 
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In the early 2000s, a “natural population contraction” coupled with poor production years caused 
l i d li A k fill d i il bl h bit l ti ttl d d l lpopulations to decline. As turkeys filled in available habitats, populations settled down to levels more 

in line with local environmental conditions.  This contraction could be the result of competition for 
resources such as nest sites, the ability of predators to find turkey nests when nesting hens were at a 
relatively high density, or other factors. 

Note that the decline is more pronounced in some areas. This is likely due to factors such as above-
normal spring rainfall resulting in poor production, more severe winters resulting in increased 
mortality or a lack of the mix of habitat types that turkeys require to reach and maintain peakmortality, or a lack of the mix of habitat types that turkeys require to reach and maintain peak 
population densities (forest, agriculture, and early successional habitats such as old fields, 
shrublands, and young forests). 
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Above-average reproductive success in 2005 and 2007 lead to a resurgence in turkey populations in 
some parts off ththe state, whilhile othher regiions contitinuedd to see ddeclilines. AAgaiin, ffactors suchh as 
weather and habitat are variable across the state, thus changes in turkey populations are more 
pronounced in some areas. 
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Since 2007 cold, wet spring weather has limited the reproductive capacity of the turkey population. 
AddAdd to thithis llong-term, chhanges iin llanddscape-scal hle habibitat andd a chhangiing preddator communiti y, andd 
the result is a turkey population that is below the peaks we observed in 2000-01. 
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The above image illustrates the sighting index for the fall 2011 survey only. As stated earlier, 
th i l f l i ti i k l i d h i d ithere is a lot of annual variation in turkey populations due to changes in reproductive success, so 
using three-year averages provides a more realistic estimate of abundance for a physiographic 
region. However, this map provides some evidence that turkey populations are at their lowest level 
since the early 1990s. The sharp drop in turkey populations that we have observed since 2007 is a 
result of below-average production four of the past six years (including summer 2009 when we 
observed the lowest poult:hen ratio since we started conducting the Summer Sighting Survey in 
1996), and a severe winter in 2011. In addition, many areas of upstate NY were impacted by two 
tropical storms in late summer 2011. While there are no data to document the impact of these storm 
events on turkey survival, data from the Bowhunter Sighting Log and from the fall harvest may 
suggest that they took a toll on young-of-the-year birds. 
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The long-term and short-term declines we have observed in NY are not unique to this state. When 
l k i d f ll h d f th i th th (M i th h Vi i i )we look at spring and fall harvest data from other states in the northeast (Maine through Virginia), we 

observe similar patterns. Declines in the fall harvest in the northeast are similar to those observed in 
New York. This may be related to decline in fall turkey hunting participation. 
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One of the tools we use to examine trends in fall harvest is the fall harvest rate index. It is the ratio of 
ththe ffallll hharvest to ththe spriing hharvest, or iin othther wordds, ththe proportition off ththe ffallll hharvest rellatitive to ththe 
spring harvest (when spring and fall harvest are the same, the index is 1). 

In NY, we observed a gradual decline in the fall harvest rate index starting around 2000. We observe 
much sharper decline in this index in the northeast and in neighboring Pennsylvania. Part of this 
decline is a result of fewer turkey on the landscape, but a significant role is played by declines in fall 
turkey hunting participation and effort, as we’ll see in the next two slides. 
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The previous slide and the solid lines in the slide do not control for hunting effort, thus they mask the 
source off variiatition obbserved over titime. When we callcullate ththe ffallll hharvest rate inddex using takke/100d Wh i i /100 
days effort, we get a more accurate picture of changes in harvest over time. From 2001 through 2010 
the fall harvest rate index for NY appears stable, indicating that declining fall hunting participation 
plays a major role in the downward trend in fall turkey harvest. 
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There has been a downward trend in fall turkey hunting participation over the past decade (from 
abbout 7777,000000 ffallll turkkey hunters iin 2001-02 to 5252,000000 iin 20102010-11)11). WhWhat has causedd thithis decliline??h 2001 02 h d 
There are likely several factors including a loss of hunters through attrition and a lack of recruitment 
of new hunters, a loss of the “tradition” of fall turkey hunting as new hunters may be more inclined to 
spring turkey hunting (spring hunter numbers are stable), and a loss of hunters to other fall hunting 
opportunities such as bowhunting and muzzleloader hunting for deer. 
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Contributing to the long-term decline in turkey populations is a more abundant and diverse predator 
communitity. ThThere are more predators on ththe landdscape now ththen ththere was twenty years ago. Whend l Wh 
we think of predators we often think of coyote and fox, but potentially more important are nest 
predators such as raccoon, skunk, and opossum. If we use the estimated trapper harvest as an index 
of abundance for these species, we observe a gradual increase from 1990-92 through present. 
Trapping harvest varies annually due to fluctuations in fur prices and trapping participation, so the 
three-year average estimated take for each species is used here. 

There are other predators of turkeys such as bobcat and fisher but they are not included here to There are other predators of turkeys such as bobcat and fisher, but they are not included here to 
simplify the presentation of the graph. 
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This figure is the same as on the previous slide (estimated trapping harvest), but includes the number 
d ) Woff confifirmed rabibies cases iin wildlifildlife siince 19901990-9292 ((thhree-year averages). We saw a ddramatiic 

change in the predator community as raccoon rabies swept through the state in the early to mid-
1990s, reducing nest predators such as raccoons and skunks. Nest loss to predators, weather, and 
other factors can limit population growth. With the prevalence of rabies being relatively low since 
2002, predator populations have not been suppressed by this disease. 
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It’s important to note that, predation can play a role in limiting  turkey populations, but it is more likely 
ththat thhe problblem iis poor hhabitbitat qualitlity ththat makkes turkkeys andd thheiir young more vullnerablble to 
predation. Turkeys have evolved behaviors and reproductive strategies to cope with predation, but in 
highly fragmented landscapes predators may be more efficient in turkey nests and poults.  This is 
particularly true for nest predators such as raccoons, skunks, and opossums. In areas with poor 
habitat quality, such as low stem densities or poor overhead cover, turkeys and poults may be more 
vulnerable to avian predators such as hawks and owls. It may be declining habitat quantity and 
quality on both a local and landscape scale that are increasing turkey vulnerability to predation, and 
not simply higher predator populations.  

As mentioned earlier, turkey populations reach their highest densities in landscapes with a mix of 
habitat types including forest, agriculture, and early successional habitats such as old fields, 
shrublands, and young forests. New York’s landscape has changed dramatically over the past 20-30 
years as habitat has either been lost outright due to development, or as natural habitats have 
matured (see above). A landscape dominated by mature forest will still support turkeys, but not at the 
same densities that will be supported by a more heterogeneous landscape. 
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We conduct the Summer Turkey Sighting Survey during the month of August to estimate production 
th b f lt h Wh l k th f  h id  1990– the number of poults per hen. When we look at the ten-year averages from the mid-1990s to now 

(the two dashed lines), we see a long-term decline in production. Some reasons for this may include 
density dependence, a changing predator community, and landscape-scale habitat alluded to earlier. 
Density dependence occurs when the size of wildlife populations influences birth or death rates (e.g., 
birth rate declines as density increases, mortality increases as density increases). For example, 
when turkey populations reached their peak around 2000-01, competition for nest sites or the ease 
with which predators could find nests may have limited the ability of the turkey population to expand 
further. 

The factors of density dependence, predation, and habitat may help explain long-term changes in 
production, but the more recent short-term decline in populations observed since 2007 is likely 
related to weather, as we’ll see in the next slide. 
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Four of the past six years have seen production that is below the long-term average (dashed line), 
i l di 2009 h d ti d b th S Si hti S h l iincluding 2009 when production as measured by the Summer Sighting Survey was the lowest since 
the survey was initiated in 1996. Poor production in a given year is usually related to above-average 
rainfall in May and June. Also, harsh winter conditions in 2011 and severe hurricane-related storms in 
late summer 2011 likely resulted in diminished turkey populations in many regions of the state. For 
example, 2011 was the third wettest year ever observed in Albany since records have been kept. 
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New York is a large, diverse state, and long-term trends haven’t been the same everywhere. Here, 
ththe ffour WMU aggregates thhat compriise thhe Appallachihian HillHills and Plateau (hi(highlihlighthted in yellllow iinWMU A d Pl d i 
the map above right) show relatively stable populations from 1998 through 2007, all followed by 
declines from 2007 through 2011 (from the Bowhunter Sighting Log). The short-term declines 
coincide with poor production four of the last six years. 
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The main “drivers” of turkey populations are weather, habitat, predation, and 
potentially, fall hunting mortality of hens (particularly adult hens). Our research 
program is focused on gathering information on these factors to determine their 
relative importance, and to adapt our management program in the context of the 
ecological system in which it has to exist. As these slides have illustrated, there is 
evidence that the ecological system has changed over the past 20 years. The 
impact of predation or fall hunting mortality in 1995, when populations were rapidly 
expanding may be different than the impact of predation or fall hunting mortality in expanding, may be different than the impact of predation or fall hunting mortality in 
2012. It is our job to figure out if and how the system has changed, and to adjust our 
management accordingly. 
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Since we initiated the gobbler survival and harvest mortality study in 2006-09, our 
goall hhas bbeen to put togethther ththe ““puzzlle piieces”” off turkkey management. CCurrentltly,
Dr. Bill Porter and PhD candidate Andrea Bowling are examining the combined 
factors of weather and habitat to produce a map of turkey “harvest” potential for 
New York. This will provide us with a sound ecological basis upon which we can 
base fall season zones. 

In the next year we will be initiating two new studies. The first provides insight intoyear initiating provides insight 
the “human dimensions” aspect of turkey management. We are partnering with 
Cornell University’s Human Dimensions Research Unit to conduct a statewide 
survey of turkey hunters to determine their motivations, attitudes, and opinions on 
turkey populations, hunting opportunities, and issues of concern to them. 
Understanding what hunters desire from and for the resource is an important part
of turkey management. 

Finally, hen survival is the major driving force behind turkey population changes. To 
better understand what is happening in NY, we will be conducting a large scale 
study where we band hens, radio-collaring some, to determine seasonal and annual 
hen survival and mortality.  This should provide insight into the role of predation on 
hens, as well as the possible impacts of hunting mortality during the fall. 

The long-term goal is to have all these pieces of the puzzle come together to 
produce a complete picture of turkey management in NY. The logical outcome of 
this is a revision of the wild turkey management plan that was completed in 2005. 
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We will be initiating the turkey hunter survey in winter 2013. This will take about 12-
15 months to complete. 

The harvest potential model has been “under construction” for about two years, and 
we will have the information we need to adjust fall season zones by the end of 
2014. 

The hen survival study will begin in January 2013 and will continue for four years. 
About 400 hens will be banded statewide from January through March each winter. 
The first two years of the study will assess survival and harvest rates under our 
current fall season structure. After fall 2014, based on the results of the harvest 
potential model, we will review the “map” of fall season zones and make changes as 
needed to more accuratelyy reflect the sustainable harvest ppotential of NY’s 
landscapes. We will then continue to assess hen survival and harvest rates in 2015 
and 2016 under the new fall season structure to evaluate the impact of our 
management action. 

The results of the various research projects will all feed in to a comprehensive 
managgement pproggram for wild turkeyys in New York State. This will be described in a 
revision of the state’s turkey management plan that was originally completed in 
2005. 
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	We will be initiating the turkey hunter survey in winter 2013. This will take about 1215 months to complete. 
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	The harvest potential model has been “under construction” for about two years, and we will have the information we need to adjust fall season zones by the end of 2014. 
	The hen survival study will begin in January 2013 and will continue for four years. About 400 hens will be banded statewide from January through March each winter. The first two years of the study will assess survival and harvest rates under our current fall season structure. After fall 2014, based on the results of the harvest potential model, we will review the “map” of fall season zones and make changes as needed to more accuratelyy reflect the sustainable harvest ppotential of NY’s landscapes. We will t
	The results of the various research projects will all feed in to a comprehensive managgement pproggram for wild turkeyys in New York State. This will be described in a revision of the state’s turkey management plan that was originally completed in 2005. 





